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1. INTRODUCTION 
As we know, many stochastic differential equations are related to the 
deterministic differential equations. The solution of the Ito equation is a 
diffusion process, its density function satisfies the Fokker-Planck and 
Kolmogorov equations [ 11. For the random initial-value problem contain- 
ing small stochastic process, the density of the solution can be obtained by 
solving some first-order partial differential equations [2]. In the case that 
only a finite number of random variables are in the problem, the Liouville 
equations can be derived to evaluate the density of the solution [3,4]. 
Random eigenvalue problem for the differential equation is an interesting 
problem. For convenience we consider the following equation: 
where p(x, w), q(x, w), p(x, w), CC(W), CC’(W), /I(c)), fi’(u~) are stochastic 
processes or random variables, respectively, and defined on an underlying 
probability space (0, p-, 9). When the stochastic coefficients are small, the 
perturbation method for integral equation derives the first- and second- 
order approximations for the solution [5]. If, in addition, the coefficients 
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are weakly correlated, then the Chebyshev-Hermite polynomials can be 
used to obtain the distribution of the solution [6]. In the case that only the 
mean values are expected, the variational principle can help us to find the 
upper bounds [7,8]. But unfortunately, up to now, we cannot find any 
efficient way to evaluate the distribution function for the solution in the 
general case. 
The so-called prtifer substitution is a powerful tool for the deterministic 
eigenvalue problem [9]. That is, for nontrivial solution U, we introduce the 
priifer function r(x), 0(x), by the relation 
pd = r cos e, u=rsine 
and then rewrite (1.1) in the following form: 
(1.2) 
~=~~~--q)sin2H+~c0s28, 
0(0,;1)=y=arctg --L- 
( > ccP(O) 
(06Y<~), 
P’ e(1,i)=6+nn=arctg -- 
( > BP(l) +nn3 
(1.3a) 
$=(-j-&3+,) rsin8cosl3. 
Notice that (1.3) is a special two-point boundary-value problem containing 
parameter 1, which can be solved in the following way: 
a. For every fixed 1, solve the initial value problem (1.3a), (1.3b) and 
find the unique solution 0 = 0(x, 2). 
b. Adjust the parameter II to meet the boundary condition (1.3c), for 
n = 0, 1, . ..) and then find the eigenvalues A,,. 
c. Integrate (1.3d) to evaluate Y(X), 
(1.4) 
where the initial value r(0) can be obtained from the normalization con- 
dition 
s 
I 
pu2 dx = 
0 I 
I 
pr2sin28dx= 1. (1.5) 
0 
For the random cases, priifer substitution is still valid and has been used 
to find some interesting results [ 11, 121. If in our problem (1.1 ), only a 
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finite number of random variables are contained, then the Liouville 
equation can be shown to be a useful tool to evaluate the distribution 
functions for ,I,, and 8. In the general case a numerical procedure will be 
derived to obtain the approximate distribution of the solution. For con- 
venience throughout this paper we will always assume that the density 
functions considered are smooth, and allow the interchange of the order of 
differentiation and integration. 
2. PRCIFER SUBSTITUTION AND LIOUVILLE EQUATION 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 
(i) ~(x,w)>O,p(x,o)>O,forx~CO,11, 
(ii) p(x, o), pr(x, o), q(x, o), p(x, 0) are continuous functions of x 
for OEQ and xE [0, I]. 
(iii) .for 0 E Q, a2(o) + ~(‘~(0) #O, /I’(w) + /l’2(w) # 0. 
Then the random problem (1.1) has eigenvalues and. eigenfunctions 
n,(w)<n,(o)< ..’ <I,(w)< .‘. 
u,(x, oh u,(x, 01, . . . . u,,(x, o), ... 
For every deterministic number A* and for fixed n, we have 
Prob{wII,,(w)bE.*}=Probio18(1,1Y)~6+nn}, (2.1) 
where 0(x, I,*) is the prtifer function with the parameter A = A*; that is, it 
satisfies the equation 
do(x, A*) 1 
d.y 
= (A*p(x, w) - q(x, 0)) sin’ 0 + ___ 
p(x, w) cos2 0 
Q(0, A*)=y(o)=arctg @-‘to 1 - 
40) P(OT w) ’ 
Y E co, n). 
(2.2) 
Proqfi By means of the procedure similar to the deterministic case, the 
random problem ( 1.1) can be changed to the random two-point boundary 
value problem ( 1.3). For every fixed parameter A, the random initial value 
problem (1.3a), (1.3b) has a unique solution 0 = 0(x, A). By differentiating 
(1.3a), (1.3b) with respect to 1 we obtain 
~=[(ip-q-~)Sin20]%j,+pSin20 (23) 
8,(0, 1) = 0 
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and then 
Notice that 0,( 1, A) > 0, or f3( 1, A) is a strictly increasing function of A, 
then for every deterministic A* we have 
Prob(o 1 &,(o)<A*) =Prob{o I0(1,1,)6B(l,I*)}, 
and, if consider the boundary condition (1.3~) for I.= A,, we can obtain 
(2.1) easily. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold, and that 
(iv) P(T 0) =p(x, 5,(w), 52(o), ..., 5,(w)), 
qk w) = dx, 51(w), Cz(w), ‘.., 5,(w)), 
d-T 0) = P(X, 5,(w), 52(o), ‘.., 5r(w)), 
where l,(w), . . . . c,(w) are random variables. 
Then for every fixed deterministic number A*, 
Prob{w 1 L,(w) < A*} 
f’(L $1, $2, . . . . $1+2) &, . ..&/+I 
1 
d$,. (2.4) 
The function P(x, $,, $2, . . . . I/,+~) is the solution of the Liouville equation 
am *,, ti2, 4 *1+2) 
ax 
+a~(4 h ti2, . . . . 4b+2)fi(~, IC/,, Ic12, .. . . 
8th 
h+2)=o 
9 (2.5) 
where P, - (S + nn), S, <,, . . . . Cl is the joint density function of (y - (6 + m), 6, 
ti , , . . . . 0 and 
fik +I, +2, ..‘> ICllf2) 
= (I*p--y)sin2($+6+n7c)+i cos2($+6+n7r) 
[ II (ti.6,51..... 5 ) =(~l,k?,....!b/+2) 
= II~*P(x, $3, . . . . $,+2) - q(x, $3, ...> #,+*)I 
x sin2(11/, + ti2 + nn) + 
1 
PC% $3, . . .Y ti,+ 2) 
cos2(t,b1 + I)~ + rm).(2.6) 
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Proof. Let Ii/(x) = 0(x, A*) - (6 + MC), then (2.1) becomes 
Prob{w ( A,(w) <A*} = Prob{o ( $( 1) 3 O}. (2.7) 
If we let $, = $, $z = 6, $3 = t,, . . . . $,+2 = t,, then (2.2) becomes 
4, 
dx- 
- fi, g=o, . ..) +=o 
$,(O)=y-(d+nn), $2(O) = 4 $3(O) = 513 ...3 $r+*(O) = 5, (2.8) 
Notice (2.8) is a random initial-value problem and only the initial value 
contains random variables. Then the density function of the solution, i.e., 
P= P(x, $, , . . . . 1//,+2), can be evaluated by solving the Liouville equation 
(2.5) (see [4], for example). The density function P(x, Ic/) of Ii/(x) can be 
obtained by integrating P(x, $I) . . . . I++/+~) Iti, +, that is, 
P(x,$)=j-l . ..j= f’(x> ti, $2, . . . . $/+A d$2 . ..&.+z 
-2 ---cc 
Substituting this into (2.7), we can have (2.4) easily. 
Remark 1. By differentiating (2.4) and (2.5) with respect to A*, we can 
have the density function of A,(w), 
p,“(A*) = p [ J_g . ‘. j-rr, P;*(l, $1, ...T $,+2)&2...d$/+2 &I, 
1 
(2.9) 
where P;..(x, $, , . . . . $,+2) is the solution of the equation 
aP;.* + ww-,) + au3 sin2(1Ll + e2 + N) = o 
ax ah a+, (2.10) 
c.*(O, $1, . . . . 11/,,2)=0. 
Remark 2. The procedure derived above can be used to obtain the 
joint distribution function of $(x), <,, . . . . t,, y, 6 or A,, cl, . . . . <,, y, 6. For 
example, the density function PILc, of 1,5(x) and tI is 
P,,,(.x,i,51)=S~~...Sa_ P(x, $3 1(/2,5,, \c14, ...T $,+A &2 d$a...&,+z. 
Notice 
Prob{wl A,(o)<A*, 5,(~)<5*}=Prob(w 1 ti(l)>O, 5,(0)<<5*}; 
then we have 
Probim I L(oJ)<~*, 5,(m)G5*) =jom d$ jTrn p,,,(L $, tl)dl;,, 
where P(x, $,, 1c/2, . . . . $,+Z) is the solution of (2.5). 
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Remark 3. In the case that y - (6 + WC) is deterministic then the initial 
value of (2.5) is not smooth. This difficulty can be avoided by introducing a 
new random variable i(o). In fact, if we let 
$1 =$-i(o), lj2 = 6, . . . . $,+ 2 = 5,(O)? II/,+ 3 = i(w), 
such that $,(O), ti2(0), . . . . til+3(0) h ave smooth joint density function, then 
by using the procedure similar to Theorem 2 and Remark 2, we can still 
evaluate the distribution of A,,(w). 
3. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF LIOUVILLE EQUATION 
The Liouville equation can also be used to evaluate the distribution 
function of the eigenfunction. The procedure is as follows: 
a. Find the joint distribution functon of A,, <,, ..,, t,, 7, 6 by 
Remark 2. 
b. Use the procedure shown in Section 2 to solve the following 
initial-value problem: 
g=(i,p-q)sin?Of$ cos20 
z=(k-%,,p+q)r,sinUcosD 
$f = prf sin2 8 
e(o) = Y, r,(O) = 1, s(0) = 0, 
and to find the joint distribution of s( 1) and other random variables. 
c. Solve the following initial-value problem: 
f$+.,,p-q) 
1 
sin* 13 cos 0 + - cos3 0 
P 
g=($-i,,p+q)rsinBcosD 
sin 0(O) = sin y 
r(O) = l/JE 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
and find the joint distribution of r(x) and sin 0(x). 
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d. Evaluate the distribution of u,(x) by the formula U, = 
r(x) sin 0(x). 
It is easy to show that the function u,(x) obtained by the above 
procedure is the normalized eigenfunction of (1.1). In fact from (3.1) we 
have 
r,(x)=exp sin 6 cos 8 dx , 
P rf sin* 8 dx. 
If we substitute it into (3.2), we obtain 
r(x)=&exp{JI(f-i,p+q)sinBcosRdx) 
exp{I; (l/p - A,p + q) sin 8 cos 0 dx 
= [l: p exp(2 j; (l/p - ;l,,p + q) sin 13 cos 8 dx} sin* 6 dx]‘i2’ 
Compare with (1.4), (1.5); we know that u = r(x) sin e(x) is the normalized 
solution of ( 1 .l ). 
In the general case we have the following numerical procedure to 
evaluate the approximate distribution of the solution of (1.1). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that 
(i) there exist deterministic constants pa, go, pa, such that ,for CO E Q, 
XE co, 11 
P(x,~)3Po>O, 14(X> 011 d 40, 
O<P(X,~)~Pp, 
6) p(x, 4, p.Ax, 4, ~.~.&x, 4, 4(x, 4, q\-(x, 4, q.Jx, 4, p(x, a), 
pr(x, o), p Jx, o) are continuous functions for o E !Z and x E [0, 11. 
(iii) there exists a random variable c(w), such that 
sup CIpr;,(x, w)l, lP.Y(X, w)129 IgJx, o)l, IL?&, o)ll <c(w) 
rErO,ll 
and (c2(w)) < c < co, where (. ) is the mathematical expectation. 
(iv) a’(0) + d*(w) #O, p’(o) + pf2(w) # 0. 
Then 
lim SUP <C+(x) - $h)l*> = 0, 
k - cc .xt [0, I] 
(3.3) 
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where tj(x) has been defined in Theorem 2, and ek(x) is the solution of the 
following random initial value problem containing only a finite number of 
random variables: 
COS2($k + 6 + n?T) (3.4) 
$k(O) = Y  - td + nn), k = 1, 2, . . . . 
where pk is a polygonal line defined as 
and qk, (l/p)k have similar expressions. 
Prooj From the definitions of Pk, qk, (f/p),, and the a.SSUmptiOnS of 
the theorem, we know that there exists a unique solution of the initial value 
problem (3.4). For w  E Q and x E [i/k, (i + 1 )/k], we have 
= iIP.r(X,, m)- P&G, 011 
( I 
x-i 
= P.&3 3 0)(x,-x2) x-i 2 
( I 
where x,, x2, x3 are some numbers that belong to [i/k, (i + 1 )/k]. Then 
IP(X, w) - P!fk o)lG; 4~) 
and 
sup (CPb,~)-P&, 412)~~~ 
‘;E co. 11 
(3.5) 
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Similarly, we can find constants c,, c2, such that 
sup .KE [O. I] <C&Y m) - CIk(X, 41’) d$ 
(3.5) 
Now we define ~(x, w) =$(x, o) - tik( x, w), and find that it satisfies the 
equation 
z = A*[p sin2(11/ + 6 + n7r) - pk sin’($, + 6 + nrc)] 
- [q sin’($ + 6 + nn) - qk sin*($, + 6 + nrc)] 
+ cos2($, + 6 +m) 1 ) 
1(O) = 0 (3.6) 
The solution of (3.6) exists uniquely, and if we express it in the integral 
form we obtain the estimation 
IM*l ~o+~o+; Id dx. 1 i 
Noticing (3.5) and using Gronwall’s inequality we have 
sup (V2(X)> -+ 0 (k-4 
XE [O, I] 
and then we can complete the proof. 
The distribution functions of $k can be evaluated by means of the 
procedure derived above, and then we can use these functions to obtain the 
approximate distribution for the solution of the random eigenvalue 
problem in the general case. 
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4. EXAMPLE 
To compare the results conveniently, we use the example considered 
before by Boyce [lo]: 
.-U”ZAU 
q(o) u(0) -u’(O) = 0, v(a)>O, XE co, 11 (4.1) 
u(l)=0 
For the smallest eigenvalue, the equation for B is 
dtI 
-==1sin2e+cos20 
dx 
O(O) = y = arc tg 
0 
i 
%(1)=71. 
If we let II/ =0(x, A*) - 71, (A* > 0), then the equation becomes 
g = A* sin2 tj + cos’ J/ 
ij(O)=y-7t. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
The Liouville equation (2.5) is 
am $1 apb, $1 
ax 
+ [A* sin2 ij + cos’ $1 
w  
+ P(x, $)(A* - 1) sin 214 = 0 
fYo> ICI)= p, .(IcI). 
(4.4) 
To solve this first-order partial differential equation, we introduce the 
following ordinary differential equations: 
dx -dP 4 
T=P(A* - 1) sin 2$=1* sin2 @ +cos2 ICI (4.5) 
Set $(O) = tiO, then II/ satisfies 
4 z=/I*sin2$+cos2$ 
(4.6) 
440) =*o. 
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It has the solution x=8($)-g($,), where g(lc/) is a strictly increasing 
function of Ic/ and has the expression 
1 JFsinIjr 
- iA 2n7t + arc sin A* (J >I 1-(1-A.*)sin’$ ’ 
g(G)= 
i+bt(2nn-i, 2nn+i], n=O,tl, . . . 
1 
A 
(2n + 1) 7r - arc sin 
$3 sin * 
(4.7) 
- 
i* (Jl-(1-i*)sin’$ ’ >I 
\ $e(2nn+:, 2(n+l)n-51. 
It follows that 
$o=s~-‘{d$)-xL 
rcI=s-‘(gWo)+xb 
The equation for P from (4.5) is 
(4.8) 
dP 
z = -P(A* - 1) sin 2$, P(O) = p, ~ n(l(/o) (4.9) 
It has the solution 
P=P,_,(*,)exp -jt (A*-l)sin21/,1 
i 
dx 
IL=n-‘~R(!h)+ rl I 
Combine $ and P, we obtain the solution of (4.4): 
W, $I= 
1 
P,-,($,)exp 
i 
-joy (A*- 1) 
x sin 2* dx (4.10) 
ti=c’Cn(h)+-~l III hl=g-‘CR(I) -rl 
In order to find the distribution of A(w), we take the derivative of $0 for 
(4.6), and have equation 
%=[(A*-l)sin2$]i&, Icl;,w = 1. 
It has the solution 
tjio = exp [: (A* - 1) sin 211, / dx , 
ti=n-‘Cn(tio)+ VI 1 
409!130,2-19 
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(tjO);,=exp[-J: (A*- 1) 
x sin 2tj d,u 
i=n-‘Cn(!h)+‘rl Ii @Lo=,? ‘Cn(lL)--.tI 
Substitute (4.10) into (2.4), and let [=g-‘[g($)-x], we have 
Prob{o I I,(o)<%*} =Jf P(I, $)dt,b 
Notice y E [0, z), then 
Prob{ o ) A,(o) d ,I*} = !“’ 
g-‘(~-I)+n 
f’,.(i) 4, 
where g ’ has the formula 
’ 2rzn+ arc sin 
sin fl x 
I 1 sin’fix+I.*cos’y/TZ;x . 
r( %*xE 2nn-f,Znn+5 ) 
g 7x)= 
1 
(2~ + 1) 7c - arc sin 
L-J 
sinfix 
sin2 fl x + A* cos’ fix 1 ’ 
I &(Znn+5, 2(n+l)n-3, n=O,+l,... 
This is consistent with Boyce’s result in [lo]. 
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